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Abstract

1

Writing real-time applications that react to vast amounts of
incoming data is a hard problem, as the volume of incoming
data implies the need for distributed execution on a cluster
architecture. We envision such an application can be created as a data processing pipeline which consists of a set of
generic, reactive components, which may be reused in other
applications. However, there is currently no programming
model or framework that enables the reactive, scalable execution of such a pipeline on a cluster architecture. Our work
introduces the notion of reactive workflows, a technique that
combines concepts from scientific workflows and reactive
programming. Reactive workflows enable the integration of
these generic components into a single workflow that can be
executed on a cluster architecture in a reactive, scalable way.
To deploy these reactive workflows, we introduce a domain
specific language, called Skitter. Skitter enables developers
to write reactive components and compose these into reactive workflows, which can be distributed over a cluster by
Skitter’s runtime system.

The ubiquity of smartphones and the advent of the “Internet
of things” made it possible for companies to gather enormous
amounts of real-time data. In order to create applications
that provide useful information in response to this data,
developers need to have the ability to react to these incoming
data streams in real-time. Building these server-side reactive
big data applications is far from trivial, as the scale of these
data streams typically implies that a single computer cannot
process the incoming data fast enough to react in a timely
manner. Instead, such an application needs to run on a cluster
to remain reactive.
Currently, two main approaches are used to create such
applications: deploying a set of loosely coupled software
components (i.e., microservices) over a set of machines, or
using a big data framework. Leveraging microservices makes
it easy to add new software components to a data processing
pipeline, but forces developers to manually distribute the
various components over the nodes in the cluster. Similarly,
developers need to provide an ad hoc solution to recover the
component in the case of partial failure — the failure of one
or multiple nodes of the cluster. Big data frameworks, on
the other hand, are explicitly designed to run on a cluster.
Therefore, these systems automatically distribute their computations over a cluster while remaining resilient to partial
failure. However, these frameworks are often batch-based,
which prohibits reactivity. Stream processing systems [9],
are big data frameworks that enable the creation of reactive
big data applications. However, these frameworks limit expressivity to achieve scaling [2], and do not allow easy reuse
of existing data processing software. This leads to difficult
to reuse, tightly coupled, monolithic applications.
To facilitate the creation of reactive big data applications,
we aim to design a system which has three important properties: reactivity, scalability, and composability. We touch
on each of these properties in the following paragraphs.
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Introduction

Reactive The real-time nature of the applications we target
implies that the external world can continuously push data
into the system. In order to deal with this, our approach
should be reactive: data processing components should be
able to accept and process data as soon as it enters the system.
Horizontally Scalable In order to remain reactive when
an ever increasing amount of data enters the system, we
envision that this system should be horizontally scalable — it
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should be able to scale when provided with additional computational resources (i.e., nodes in a cluster). Distributing a
program over a cluster poses extra issues to be dealt with:
first of all, one of the nodes of the cluster may fail in isolation, leading to a so-called partial failure. Thus, the system
should be fault tolerant: it should be able to recover from the
failure of one or multiple nodes in the system. Second, the
components in an application need to be distributed over
the cluster; this is often done by replicating these components. However, replicating various components introduces
a new set of problems as any shared state between these
components needs to be synchronized over the network.
Composable In order to enable the reuse of data processing components between various applications, applications
should be built in a composable, component-oriented way. To
reduce the engineering effort required to create reactive big
data applications, we explicitly target the reuse of existing
data processing software as components in this system.
To enable the creation of scalable, reactive big data applications from a set of (existing) components, we introduce an
approach inspired by by reactive programming [4], where
the workflow and its components are automatically activated
based on data from the outside world. We call such a workflow a reactive workflow. Such a workflow system, which is
reactive at its core, has not been explored yet by the state of
the art.
In this paper, we present Skitter 1 , a novel, domain specific language. Skitter is centered around reactive workflows,
which consist of a set of connected reactive components.
These components represent a single data processing step
that is automatically executed when data enters the reactive workflow, or when a connected component produces
new data. Reactive workflows can be executed on a cluster
by Skitter’s runtime system, which automatically handles
distribution, replication and partial failure concerns.
To enable the reuse of existing data processing software,
Skitter defines a protocol to write wrappers around existing
applications, which may be written in a 3rd party language.
Existing software may generate side-effects (e.g., I/O) which
cannot be tracked by Skitter, but which may influence how
this software can be distributed over a cluster. To track these
concerns, Skitter introduces the notion of effects. These effects enable a component developer to provide additional
information about the side-effects a component may generate when it reacts to incoming data. In turn, Skitter’s runtime
system uses this data to handle the aforementioned partial
failure and replication concerns.
This work provides the following contributions: first, we
introduce the notion of reactive workflows. Second, we provide a domain specific language, called Skitter, which makes
it possible to express and execute such reactive workflows
1 Skitter

can be found online at https://github.com/mathsaey/skitter
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on a cluster. This is done in such a manner that this workflow is resilient to partial failure. Third, we introduce the
notion of component effects, which enable the reuse of existing data processing software inside a (reactive) workflow.
Fourth and finally, we provide an implementation of effects
inside Skitter. The introduction of Skitter and reactive workflows (Section 2), is accompanied by an evaluation of Skitter
(Section 3), and a discussion of related and future work (Sections 4 and 5, respectively).

2

Skitter

In this section, we define reactive workflows and their related concepts. Reactive workflows form the basis of Skitter,
which is also discussed in this section. Specifically, we discuss how Skitter makes it possible to create and execute
reactive workflows, and how it enables the reuse of existing
data processing software as reactive components.
Reactive workflows are data processing applications which
consist of a set of connected reactive component instances.
Each of these instances automatically react every time data
arrives from the external world, or when a connected component instance produces data. Reactive components define
a data processing step that is considered atomic for the workflow program and which is reusable across various reactive
workflows. A component can occur multiple times in the
same workflow; a single occurrence of a component in a
workflow is called a component instance. Depending on the
functionality of the component, an instance stores a potentially mutable state, and may be replicated by the underlying
runtime system. We provide additional information about
each of these concepts in the following sections.
Skitter programs consist of two parts: the textual definition
of reactive components and the visual composition of these
components into a reactive workflow. We envision that the
reactive components are written by developers with experience in reactive or distributed programming. The workflows
can be designed visually by domain experts, who may not
have any programming experience. Skitter’s underlying runtime can then distribute the execution of a reactive workflow
over a cluster. An example of such a visual workflow can be
found in Figure 1.
We implemented Skitter on top of the Elixir2 programming
language. We decided on Elixir for its focus on distributed
systems and because it runs on top of the Erlang VM, which
has a proven track record of scaling to large systems (used
by Amazon, Facebook, Ericsson, . . . ). Furthermore, Elixir
implements the actor model [1] which provides a natural
way to treat a component instance as an isolated execution
unit.

2 https://elixir-lang.org/
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Component Definition

A reactive component is a collection of functions and metainformation. The functions define how the component reacts
to incoming data, and (optionally) how its state is created,
destroyed, and persisted. The meta-information defines how
the component can be embedded inside a workflow and the
effects it may generate when reacting.

1 component FahrenheitToCelsius, i n : [ fahrenheit ] , out: [ celsius ] do
2
react fahrenheit do
3
( ( fahrenheit − 32) ∗ (5 / 9)) ~> celsius
4
end
5 end


Listing 1. A trivial reactive component which converts
any temperature it receives from Fahrenheit to Celsius.





Before we discuss how Skitter handles state and I/O, we
will discuss the basic meta-information and function implementations that every component needs to provide. Listing 1
contains the definition of a simple component that converts
each number it receives from Fahrenheit to Celsius. As this
component is stateless, it only foresees the react function,
which defines the action that is triggered by Skitter every
time the component receives new data. Since a reactive component is designed to process incoming data, every component has to define such a react function.
Besides this, a component definition must specify how
other components can be connected to itself before it can
be embedded inside a workflow. Therefore, each component
specifies a set of in and out ports. The in ports of a component specify which data an instance of this component can
receive and react to. Out ports specify the data a component
can publish. While reacting, a component may publish data
on an out port through the use of the spit operator (i.e., the
~> shown on line 3). This data is automatically sent to any
component that is connected to the out port. Since a component needs to receive data to react, it must always specify at
least one in port. Specifying an out port, on the other hand,
is not required.
It is often useful to associate some state with a component instance. For instance, a component instance may need
to be initialized with some parameters in order to remain
sufficiently generic. An example of such a component is
shown in Listing 2. This component filters data points based
on whether or not they are located within a certain area.
In order to keep this component generic, the target area —
which is provided by the user in the workflow definition —
is provided to the component when it is initialized by the
runtime system. The init function will receive this initialization argument and use the update operator (<~ on line 6)
to store this state in a field; when the component is reacting
to incoming data, it can read the state associated with the instance from these fields (e.g., on Line 12). Note that the fields
of a component instance need to be statically defined in the

1 component GeoFilter, i n : [geo_json] , out: [ inside, outside ] do
2
f i e l d s area
3
4
i n i t area_string do
5
area_struct = . . . # Convert area_string into native format
6
area <~ area_struct
7
end
8
9
react geo_json do
10
coord = . . . # Extract geo data and convert into native format
11
12
i f Topo. within ?( coord, area ) do
13
geo_json ~> inside
14
e l se
15
geo_json ~> outside
16
end
17
end
18 end







Listing 2. A stateful reactive component which filters
out data points based on whether or not they are located
within a given area.

component definition (Line 2). In order to achieve horizontal
scalability, Skitter will automatically replicate component
instances over a cluster. To make this possible, the state of a
component instance is immutable by default.

1 component Average, i n : [number] , out: [current_average] do
2
f i e l d s t o t a l , counter
3
e f f e c t state_change
4
5
i n i t _ do
6
total <~ 0
7
counter <~ 0
8
end
9
10
react number do
11
total <~ total + number
12
counter <~ counter + 1
13
14
total / counter ~> current_average
15
end
16 end







Listing 3. A component with a mutable state, that
calculates the average of all values it received. Note the
effect declaration on line 3.
The state of a Skitter component is immutable by default.
However, some components do need to access a mutable
state. For instance, any component that performs some form
of aggregation over its inputs needs some way to preserve the
aggregated value between invocations. In order to support
mutable state while remaining scalable by default, Skitter
components may only modify their state while reacting if
they explicitly specify this behavior. An example of a component with a mutable state is shown in Listing 3. This component stores an average of all the numbers it receives; the
current average is spit to the current out port every time the
component instance reacts to data. A component can specify
that it might modify its state while reacting by specifying the
state_change effect (shown on Line 3). By specifying this
effect, a component developer signals the Skitter runtime
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that a component instance may modify its state while it is
reacting. In turn, Skitter’s runtime engine will ensure that
this state is recoverable in the case of partial failure. It will
also adjust its replication strategy to ensure that the instance
state remains consistent.
Instead of using an effect system, Skitter could alternatively analyze the source code of a component to infer if it
updates its state while reacting. We decided on the use of an
effect system over a tracking system based on three reasons:
existing data processing software, consistency, and explicitness. First and foremost, Skitter allows the reuse of existing
data processing software as a component. This reuse is typically achieved by writing a wrapper around this existing
data processing software. We aim to support existing data
processing software regardless of the technology that was
used to create this software. Since it is infeasible to create a
tracking system that can verify whether an arbitrary piece
of software has a form of internal state, our approach uses
an effect system. Second, the state_change effect is not the
only effect that is supported by Skitter, for instance, later
in this section, we discuss an effect which specifies that a
component may perform I/O. Since arbitrary Elixir code may
be embedded inside react, it is infeasible to track whether
or not this code performs any I/O. Therefore, any I/O effect
should be explicitly declared. In order for the language to
remain consistent, we decided that every effect should be
specified explicitly. Third, when an automatic tracking system is used, the state_change effect could be activated by
an accidental use of the update operator. Since the activation
of this effect has major implications for the performance of
the overall reactive workflow, we prefer the use of an explicit
effect system.
Reusing Existing Software As mentioned, Skitter is designed to allow the reuse of existing data processing software. This is generally done by writing a wrapper around
an existing piece of software that may be written in another
programming language; an example of such a wrapper can
be seen in Listing 4. A component developer that writes a
wrapper around existing software may not always be able to
pass the internal state of this software to Skitter. This may be
practically infeasible, especially when the software is written
by another developer, or when its source code cannot be accessed. Therefore, component developers can avoid passing
data to Skitter’s runtime by specifying that the mutable state
of their component instance is hidden from Skitter. This is
done by adding the hidden property to the state_change effect (shown on Line 2). Specifying this property allows a component to avoid passing its state to Skitter. Instead, this component instance manages its own state. However, in order to
guarantee fault tolerance, these components are required to
persist their state when this is requested by Skitter’s runtime
system. This is done through Skitter’s checkpoint mechanism,
which allows the runtime to request the creation of a new
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1 component NearbyUsers, i n : [ user, location ] , out: [nearby] do
2
e f f e c t state_change hidden
3
f i e l d s exec
4
5
i n i t _ do
6
exec <~ Executable . start ( " user_tracker " )
7
end
8
9
terminate do
10
Executable . send( exec, " quit " )
11
end
12
13
react usr, loc do
14
Executable . send( exec, " update_location #{ usr } #{ loc } " )
15
Executable . read ( exec, "nearby_users #{ loc } " ) ~> nearby
16
end
17
18
create_checkpoint do
19
Executable . send( exec, "checkpoint" )
20
end
21
22
clean_checkpoint checkpoint do
23
Executable . send( exec, " clean_checkpoint #{checkpoint } " )
24
end
25
26
restore_checkpoint checkpoint do
27
Executable . start ( " user_tracker −−from−checkpoint #{checkpoint } " )
28
end
29 end







Listing 4. A component that reuses an existing
application to find users near a given location. Note the
checkpoint functions and the use of terminate.

checkpoint (through create_checkpoint), or the removal
of an old one (clean_checkpoint). Should failure occur, Skitter can restore the state of the component instance by recovering the latest checkpoint (restore_checkpoint). This
mechanism is discussed in additional detail in Section 2.4.

1 component Archive, i n : [data] do
2
e f f e c t external_effect
3
f i e l d s conn, table
4
5
i n i t { u r l , username, password, table_name } do
6
conn <~ Database . open_connection ( u r l , username, password)
7
table <~ table_name
8
end
9
10
terminate do
11
Database . close_connection (conn)
12
end
13
14
react data do
15
after_failure do
16
res = Database . get_by ( table, data . id )
17
i f res != nil do
18
skip
19
end
20
end
21
Database . write ( table, data )
22
end
23 end


Listing 5. A component that performs I/O. Note the use
of after_failure and skip. skip aborts the current call
to react, but does not undo any spits or state updates that
already occurred.
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Skitter provides one effect besides the state_change effect: external_effect. This effect specifies that a component may cause some external effect — i.e., I/O — while it
reacts to incoming data; an example of such a component
can be found in Listing 5. Skitter defines this effect due to the
influence that the occurrence of I/O has on the recovery from
a partial failure. Consider what happens when a cluster node
crashes while some component is reacting. When the component does not generate any external effects, the runtime can
re-execute the call to react, and proceed with the execution
of the workflow. However, if this component might cause an
external effect, re-executing react may cause the same external effect to be activated twice. Not re-executing react would
lead to the workflow ending up in an inconsistent state, as
any connected components will not be activated. To deal
with this issue, Skitter offers the after_failure block. This
block can be used inside react, and will only be executed
if the current invocation of react occurs after a previous
call to react with the same data did not complete due to
partial failure. Note that the same after_failure block can
be activated multiple times when a call to react fails multiple times. Shortly put, the after_failure block enables
developers to verify if an external effect already occurred
and to deal with this accordingly.
Skitter’s component definition language allows developers
to write reactive components by specifying a set of metainformation about the component and by implementing a
small set of key functions, which are summarized in Table 1. The meta-information defines how a workflow can be
embedded inside a workflow and specifies which effects a
component may generate. The functions allow a component
to react to incoming data, and manage state throughout the
lifetime of the component instance.
2.2
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Figure 1. A Skitter workflow that calculates and visualizes
the average noise level within a given geographical area.
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A reactive workflow consists of three entities: a set of
reactive component instances, a source, and a set of links;
an example of a reactive workflow in Skitter can be seen in
Figure 1. Reactive component instances are defined based on
their component type and the data which is used to initialize
them. In Skitter, this data is provided through the use of a
contextual menu (not shown here). The source of a reactive workflow is an entity with an out port that connects
a reactive workflow to the external world. Links represent
connections between in and out ports in a reactive workflow.
For reasons which we explain in Section 2.3, a reactive workflow must process each incoming data record in isolation and
may not contain cycles. A workflow has to satisfy certain
conditions in order to be valid:
• A component instance can only process one input per
workflow invocation. Therefore, a reactive workflow
must be built in such a way that an in port receives at
most one data record per invocation. It is worth noting
that this does not imply that an in port cannot have
more than one incoming link. This is the case because
components may spit values based on conditions. An
example of a legal use of multiple incoming links for a
single in port can be found in Figure 2.
• A component instance can only react when it has received an input for each in port; if a component instance only receives inputs for a subset of its in ports
at a given invocation, it will store these inputs forever
without reacting, thus leaking memory. Therefore, the
following two conditions must hold: first, every in port
must be connected to at least one out port. Second, a
reactive workflow must be built in such a way that an
in port can not receive a partial input for an invocation.
These conditions are not identical, as an in port that is
connected to an out port does not necessarily receive
data from its connected out port; this can happen when
a component in the workflow spits a value based on a
condition.
• An out port does not have to be connected to an in
port, and may be connected to multiple in ports. Any
value spit to an out port with no connections will be
discarded. A value that is spit to an out port that has
multiple outgoing connections is copied and sent to
each connected in port.
In order to enable non-programmers to create reactive
workflows, we plan to enable the composition of existing
components in a visual programming language. An example
of a workflow designed in such a language can be seen in Figure 1. In this example, we aim to visualize a metric (e.g., the
noise level) of a specific area in a city. All the noise and coordination data enters the GeoFilter defined in Listing 2, which
filters the data within the desired area. All the measurements
inside the area are persisted by the Archive component,
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Table 1. Summary of the functions a reactive component written in Skitter can implement.
Name

Arguments

State Access

Description

react

One for each in port

read†

Process data

init
terminate

Single initialization argument
None

read / write
read

Initialize instance state on creation
Clean up resources before instance removal

create_checkpoint‡
restore_checkpoint‡
clean_checkpoint‡

None
Checkpoint to restore
Checkpoint to remove

read
read / write
read

Create checkpoint of current state
Recover instance from existing checkpoint
Remove old checkpoint

†
‡

read / write when the state_change effect is present.
Only available when state_change hidden is present.

which is defined in Listing 5. The GeoAggregation component computes various metrics of our target area, which are
visualized in a live view by the GeoVisualization component.



1 workflow do
2
_ = { Source, _, data ~> f i l t e r . geo_json }
3
filter = {
4
GeoFilter, " . . . " , # Target area represented as a geojson string
5
inside ~> datastore . value,
6
inside ~> aggregator . value
7
}
8
data_store = { DataStore, " noisetube raw data " }
9
aggregator = { GeoAggregation, _, average ~> visualizer . value }
10
visualizer = { GeoVisualisation, _}
11 end


Listing 6. Textual representation of the workflow shown
in Figure 1.



As a first step towards such a visual language, Skitter
offers a textual workflow definition language shown in Listing 6. This example maps directly to the visual representation shown in Figure 1. In this language, a workflow is represented by a list of named component instances. Each instance
consists of the name of the component, the initialization argument and a set of links. Finally, Skitter provides a primitive
component, Source, with a single out port. This primitive
component represents the source of a reactive workflow.
2.3

use this model due to its ability to extract the latent parallelism present in a given program, as multiple operations are
allowed to execute in parallel, if this is permitted by the data
dependencies. For instance, in the example workflow shown
in Figure 1 the Archive and GeoAggregation component
instances can react to incoming data in parallel.
The data-driven nature of reactive workflow make it possible to process the various data records which enter the
system in isolation. To achieve this, our execution strategy
relies on a variant of the dataflow model, called tagged-token
dataflow [3]. Processing the various data records in parallel
implies that various invocations of react may be active concurrently for a single component instance. This enables components with an immutable state to scale with the amount
of incoming data. However, when components do need to
change their state, the Skitter runtime needs to ensure that
this state remains consistent.
2.4

Component Orchestration

Since every invocation of react effectively occurs in isolation, Skitter needs to ensure that the states of the component
instances in a reactive workflow remains consistent. This
is done by the component orchestration algorithm. This algorithm manages the creation of component replicas and
synchronizes changes between them. Furthermore, this algorithm ensures that changes to this state are not lost if partial
failure occurs.

Workflow Execution

In order to scale with the amount of computational resources
at its disposal, Skitter attempts to exploit the parallelism
which is present in a given workflow. There are two sources
of parallelism which can be exploited in a reactive workflow: the parallelism inherent in the workflow, and the parallelism which can be obtained from processing incoming
data records in parallel.
In order to extract the parallelism which is present in a
given workflow, Skitter uses the dataflow model [7]. In this
model, an operation (i.e., an invocation of react) can be
executed when all of its inputs are present. We decided to

Table 2. Amount of replicas that can be created for a
component instance depending on the effects it has on its
state. External effects are omitted as they do not influence
the amount of replicas. n implies that an arbitrary amount
of replicas can be created.
Immutable State
n
Mutable State
1 or n when synchronized
Hidden Mutable State 1

Skitter: A DSL for Distributed Reactive Workflows
Table 2 summarizes the various replication strategies Skitter can employ. When the state of a component instance is
immutable, or when it has no state at all, a runtime can create
an arbitrary amount of replicas of this instance. Skitter creates a new replica of a stateless instance whenever it needs
to react to a new data record; when a replica has finished reacting, it is eliminated. This is possible due to the lightweight
nature of Elixir processes (i.e., actors), which are cheap to
create and destroy. When a component has a mutable state,
Skitter can spawn a single replica and ensure that all requests
get served by this replica. Alternatively, Skitter can spawn
an arbitrary amount of replicas and use a synchronization
mechanism to ensure that the state of these replicas remains
consistent. Since it is expensive to synchronize an arbitrary
mutable state in a distributed system, Skitter currently uses
the former approach; in future work, we aim to investigate
language-level mechanisms which enable the efficient synchronization of the state of a component instance. Finally,
Skitter’s runtime cannot control the state of a component
instance which hides its mutable state. Therefore, only a
single replica of such an instance is created.
An instance replica can be created at two points: when the
workflow is loaded by Skitter, and when a data record arrives.
In both cases, the component orchestration algorithm must
decide where to create this replica. When Skitter loads a
workflow, it creates a single replica for each component
with a mutable state. Currently, these replicas are distributed
over the cluster according to a round-robin strategy. When
a data record enters the system, Skitter must decide where a
record will be processed. As each data record is processed
in isolation (as discussed in Section 2.3), a data record can
be processed on any node. The chosen node will process the
received data record, creating instance replicas or forwarding
records to the appropriate replica as needed. Once again,
Skitter selects a node according to a round-robin strategy.
The round-robin strategy that is used to determine where
a record is processed, and where a replica with a mutable
state is created does not take the current load of the nodes in
the cluster into account. In the future, we will dynamically
select the appropriate node to process data records and move
replicas between nodes based on the current load.

Table 3. Steps to recover a component instance after a
failure depending on its effects.
No Effects
Immutable State
Mutable State
Hidden State
†

‡

External Effects

replay
replay†
restore, replay restore, replay†
restore, replay‡ restore, replay†‡

Replay should use after_failure.
Replay all inputs since last checkpoint.
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Table 3 summarizes the approach Skitter takes to deal
with partial failure. When a component instance is reacting
on a cluster node that crashes, Skitter automatically replays
the react invocation on a replica on a different machine. Any
spits that already occurred during the crashed invocation of
react may safely be replayed, as spit data is only forwarded to
connected component instances after an invocation of react
has finished. When a component has external effects, Skitter
will use the after_failure mechanism while replaying. If
the component has a mutable state, Skitter will fetch the latest copy of the instance state before reacting. If the mutable
state is hidden, any input that was sent to the instance after
the latest checkpoint will be replayed, the after_failure
mechanism will be used for this if needed; while recovering,
data that is spit during the replay of a react is ignored. Due
to the way Skitter replays inputs in the case of partial failure,
the react function of components with a mutable state is
expected to be deterministic: when provided with the same
inputs and the same state, it should return the same state.
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Figure 3. Tweet processing workflow.
In this section, we evaluate Skitter. Based on a tweet processing workflow shown in Figure 3, we provide a quantitative evaluation of the scaling behavior of a preliminary
version of the Skitter runtime system, and briefly discuss to
what extent a component developer needs to reason about
distribution.
The tweet processing workflow receives a set of tweets,
which are represented as JSON strings, and uses various data
processing software to perform operations on these tweets.
First, the workflow counts the total amount of tweets it has
received over its lifetime. Second, the workflow decodes
the json and extracts the tweet message from this decoded
json. This message is sent to various other steps, which remove profanity from the tweet, rate the sentiment of the
tweet, and count the amount of words contained within the
tweet. The results of the latter two operations are sent to
two Average components, which track the average word
count and sentiment score of all tweets. It is worth noting
that most of these components are built using existing data
processing software. Specifically, the RemoveProfanity3 ,
3 https://github.com/xavier/expletive
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AnalyseFeelings4 , and JsonToMessage5 components are
built using existing Elixir code. We discuss our experiments
and their results in the next few paragraphs.
Experimental Setup In order to measure the throughput
of Skitter and its scaling behavior, we set up the following
experiment6 . We used the workflow shown in Figure 3, and
let it process a set of tweets which were scraped from twitter
at an earlier point in time. The aforementioned tweets were
read from a file and pushed into Skitter one by one; once the
workflow finished processing all the data, Skitter shut itself
down. Using the time command, we measured the time that
elapsed between the first data record entering the system
and the successful termination of Skitter. Afterwards, we
calculated the average amount of tweets Skitter processed
every second based on the elapsed time and the provided
amount of data. We repeated this process multiple times, and
report the average throughput in this paper. To measure the
scaling behavior of our system, we repeated this experiment
multiple times with a varying amount of cluster nodes at
Skitter’s disposal. Furthermore, we repeated the experiment
with a different amount of tweets. Our benchmarks were executed on a cluster which consists of 11 nodes. Each of these
nodes is equipped with a 4-core Intel® E5-1620 Xeon® CPU
with 8 hardware threads running at 3.50GHz and with 32GB
of RAM. Communication between the nodes is done using
a 10 Gigabit Ethernet connection. Each node ran Ubuntu
16.04.05 and used Elixir 1.7.1/OTP 21. Every node ran
a single Elixir instance, which was set up to use 8 threads
(i.e., one for every hardware thread). One of the nodes was
used to push data into the system, while the ten other nodes
were used as workers for Skitter.
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Figure 4. Throughput of the tweet processing workflow for
n tweets.
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Results The results of our experiments can be seen in Figure 4. These results indicate Skitter can scale along with
the amount of computational resources at its disposal for
this benchmark. In both benchmarks, Skitter’s throughput
initially increases with the amount of nodes at its disposal.
This trends slows down after the addition of the fourth node,
and ends after the addition of the fifth node. Every node
that is added to the system after this point has a negligible
impact on Skitter’s throughput. After this point, the CPU’s of
the workers are no longer fully saturated, showing that the
throughput is effectively dictated by the speed at which data
enters the system. As this speed is bounded by the speed of
the network, Skitter’s throughput is effectively capped after
this point. This initial benchmark seems to indicate Skitter
can scale effectively along with the amount of computational
resources at its disposal. However, as we only provide a single experiment, we cannot draw any permanent conclusions.
In future work, we aim to examine Skitter’s throughput and
scaling behavior in a multitude of scenarios.
Distribution Concerns A developer who writes code for
a distributed system must reason about 4 concerns: distribution (i.e., deploying the computations over the various
nodes in the cluster), communication, fault tolerance and
replication. Frameworks or languages that are designed to
run on a cluster will often hide some of these concerns from
a developer. In this paragraph, we discuss these concerns,
and how they are handled by Skitter. We do this based on
our experience developing the tweet processing workflow.
Specifically, we investigate the amount of code we had to
write that explicitly deals with distribution. Overall, the entire tweet processing application only contains two lines
of code that deal with distribution. Both of these lines are
effect declarations. Besides these two lines the remaining
application code deals with data processing or workflow
logic. In contrast, creating an ad hoc implementation of this
application in Elixir would require one to manually distribute
and replicate data processing steps over the cluster machine.
Furthermore, any recovery from partial failure would have to
be provided by the developer. Overall, Skitter is designed in
such a way that one needs to write very little code that deals
directly with distribution: the effect system, checkpoints and
the after_failure block are the only elements present in
Skitter which force the developer to deal directly with distribution. Out of these features, the checkpoint system is
only required in the case that the state of a component is not
managed through Skitter.
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4 https://github.com/dantame/sentient
5 https://github.com/michalmuskala/jason
6 The code of our benchmark can be found online at: https://soft.vub.ac.be/
~mathsaey/artefacts/rebls-2018-evaluation.zip

Related Work

Our work aims to create reactive, scalable workflows built
from existing data processing software. Current approaches
for large-scale or data driven processing, such as stream
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processing [9], scientific workflows [8] or reactive programming [4] address some of the issues we aim to tackle. In this
section, we briefly compare these approaches to our work.
Stream processing Throughout the last decade, there has
been a great deal of work that focuses on large-scale data
processing (commonly known as Big Data processing). More
recently, some of this work [10, 13] started to focus on processing real-time data with stream processing frameworks.
These frameworks are highly relevant to our problem area,
and are designed with distributed execution in mind. Unfortunately, to achieve scaling, these frameworks only allow a
programmer to use a limited set of primitives. While some of
these primitives enable the invocation of external data processing software, they don’t provide the abstractions which
are required to replicate these programs over a cluster.
Scientific workflows Previous work makes it possible to
combine existing data processing software into scientific
workflows [5, 12]. However, none of these systems are reactive, i.e. they don’t automatically start to process data when it
it arrives from some external data source (such as a cellphone
or a sensor). Instead, these tools are almost entirely querydriven. A consequence of this query-driven nature is that
scientific workflow systems are all inherently batch-based:
they work on a complete data set, which is not compatible
with the real-time nature of the applications we target.
Reactive programming Work in this area lead to the design of programming languages that automatically respond
to data as soon as it arrives from an external data source.
While distributed reactive programming languages exist
(e.g.,[6]), they are not designed to be used on a cluster. Therefore, these languages do not automatically distribute a program over a cluster machine, instead, programmers have to
manually specify where each computation is executed. Furthermore, reactive languages have issues dealing with long
lasting computations and effectful statements [11], which
are required by contemporary data processing applications.
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Future Work

So far, our work on Skitter mainly focused on the design
of language abstractions that allow the creation of reactive
components which can be distributed over a cluster while
remaining resilient to partial failure. In future work, we
would like to investigate how we can improve the scaling
behavior of Skitter. Before we do so, we aim to provide a
comprehensive benchmark set that we can use to evaluate
the runtime behavior of Skitter in more detail. We mainly aim
to improve Skitter’s scaling behavior in two ways: stateful
component replication and scheduling. We discuss these in
the next paragraphs.
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Comprehensive Benchmarks In order to gain a better understanding of Skitter’s behavior when it is executing different workflows under varying amount of loads, we aim
to create a benchmark suite for Skitter. Such a suite would
contain various workflows, which contain a different combination of components of varying computational intensity
with varying effects. Such a benchmark suite would allow
us to gain a better understanding of Skitter’s limitations
and would aid us in identifying areas where Skitter can be
improved. Furthermore, we would like to implement common big data applications in order to compare Skitter with
existing tools.
Stateful component replication Components with a mutable state are currently not replicated by Skitter. This prevents them from scaling together with the amount of incoming data they receive, which can slow down an entire
reactive workflow. In the future, we would like to investigate
mechanisms that allow us to replicate component instances
with a mutable state. Particularly, we aim to enhance Skitter
with mechanisms that can merge the state and spits of the
various replicas of a component instance, which each receive
a part of the data the component instance receives.
Load Balancing Skitter’s current runtime system uses a
simple approach to distribute the various component replicas
and data records over a cluster, which does not take the
current load of the cluster nodes into account. In the future,
we will dynamically select the appropriate node to process an
incoming data record. Furthermore, we will move replicas to
different nodes when needed. To do this, we will investigate
the impact various load balancing techniques may have on
Skitter’s absolute performance and scaling behavior.
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Conclusion

We facilitated the creation of reactive big data applications
by building a system that enables the creation of reactive,
scalable applications out of composable components. We
achieved this by introducing Skitter and reactive workflows.
Reactive workflows combine notions from the fields of
reactive programming and scientific workflows. Reactive
workflows consist of a set of connected reactive components,
each of which represents a single data processing step that is
automatically executed when data enters the reactive workflow, or when a connected component produces data.
Skitter is a domain specific language which makes it possible to write reactive components which can be composed
into reactive workflows. These reactive workflows can be
executed on a cluster by Skitter’s runtime system, which automatically handles replication and fault tolerance concerns.
Skitter’s runtime system aggressively replicates each component instance over a cluster. However, components may
modify their state, or generate I/O, which can cause issues
when various replicas of this instance exist. Therefore, we
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introduce effects. Effects allow a component developer to
specify additional information about the side-effects a component may generate when it reacts to data. Skitter’s runtime
system uses this information to ensure the reactive workflow can be executed efficiently while remaining resilient to
partial failures.
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